Introduction
Optimal intertemporal consumption and portfolio policies in continlous time under uncertainty have traditionally been characterized by stochastic dynalmic programming. Merton (1971) is the pioneering paper in this regard. To show the existence of a solution to the consnlption-portfolio problem using dynamic programming, there are two approaches. The first is through application of the existence theorems in the theory of stochastic control. These existence theorems often require an admissible control to take its values in a compact set. However, if we are modeling a frictionless financial market, any compactness assumption on the values of controls is arbitrary and unsatisfactory. Moreover, many of the results are limited to cases where the controls affect only the drift term of the controlled processes. This, unfortunately, rules ot the portfolio problem under consideration.
The second approach is through construction: construct a control. usually by solving a nonlinear partial differential equation, and then use the verification tllorem in dynamic programming to verify that it indeed is a solution. Merton's paper uses this second app)roach. It is in general very difficult, however, to construct a solution. Moreover, when there are constraints on controls, such as the nonnegative constraints on consumption and on the, wealth, this approach becomes even more difficult.
R.ecently, a martingale representation technology has been used in place of the theory of stochastic control to show the existence of optimal consumptionll anld ortfolio policies without the requirement of compactness of the values of admissible controls; see Cox and Huang (1986) and Pliska (1986) . Notably, Cox and Huang show that, for a quite general class of utility fmctions, it suffices to check, for the existence of optimal controls, whether the sufficient. conditions for the existence and uniqueness of a system of stochastic differential e(uations. (lerived completely from the price system, are satisfied. The sufficient conditions for te ,xistence and the uniqueness of a solution to a system of stochastic differential equations lhave been well studied.
The focus of this paper is on explicit construction of optimal controls while taking into account the nonnegativity constraints on consumptionl and on finlal wealth by using a martingale technique. We provide two characterization theoremls of optimal pIlicies (Theorems 2.1 and 2.2) and a verification theorem (Theorem 2.3), which is a counterpart of tlle verification theorem in dynamic programming. One advantage of our approach is that we need only to solve a linear partial differential equation in constructing solutions unlike a nonlinear p)artial differential equation in the case of dynamic programming. In many specific situations, optimal controls can even be directly computed without solving any partial differential equation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains our general theory. We formulate a dynamic consumnption-portfolio problem for an agent in continuous time with general diffusion price processes in Section 2.1. The agent's )prob)leml is to dynamically manage a portfolio of securities and withdraw fnds out of it in order to imaximize his e(xpected ultility of consumption over time and of the final wealth, while facing onnegativity constraints on consumption as well as on final wealth. Section 2.2 contains the main results of Section 2. In Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we give characterizations of optimal consumption and portfolio policies. We show in Theorem 2.3 how candidates for optimal policies can be constructed by solving a linear partial differential equation. We also show ways to verify that a candidate is indeed optimal. The relationship between our approach and dynamic programming is discussed in Section 2.3. We also demonstrate the connection between a solution with nonnegativity constraints and a solution without the constraints.
In Section 3, we specialize the general model of Section 2 to a model considered originally by Merton (1971) . Risky securities price processes follow a geometric Brownian motion. In this case, optimal consumption and portfolio policies can be computed directly without solving any partial differential equation. Several examples of utility fnctions are considered. In particular, we solve the consumption and portfolio problem for the family of HARA utility functions. In the unconstrained case given in Merton (1971) , the optimal policies for HARA utility functions are linear in wealth; when nonnegativity constraints are included, this is no longer true. We also obtain some characterization of optimal policies that are of independent interest. Section 4 contains the concluding remarks.
II

The General Case
In this section, a model of securities markets in continuous time with diffusion price processes will be formulated. We will consider t.he optimal consumption-portfolio policies of an agent. The agent's problem is to dynamically manage a portfolio of securities and withdraw ftmds out of the portfolio in order to maximize his expected t.ility of consumption over time and of final wealth, while facing a nonlegativity constraint on consumption and on final wealth. The connection between our approach and dynamic programming will e demonstrated and the advantages of our approach will be pointed out. We will also discuss the relationship between a solution to the agent's problem with the constraint and a solution to his problem witholut the constraint.
The Formulation
Taken as primitive is a complete probability space (1, . P) and a time span 10 . T], where T is a strictly positive real number. Let there be an N dimensional stan(lard Brownian mlotion defined on the probability space, denoted by w = {w, , (t); t E [0. T]. n = 1.2 ..... N}. Let F = {; t E [0, T]} be the filtration generated by w. (A filtration is all increasing family of slub sigma-fields of jr)
We assume that F is complete in that jr contains all the P null sets and that jrT = r. Since for an N dimensional standard Brownian motion. w(0) = 0( n.s.. r is almost trivial.
We use to denote the F-optional sigmla-field and v, to denote the product measure on Q x [0, T] generated by P and the Lebesgue measure. (The F optional sigma--field is the sigmafield cn Q x [0, T] generated by F-adapted right-continuous processes: see. e.g., Chung and Williams (1983) .) The consumption space for an agent is
where the former is the N vector of gains proccsses and the latter is the N vector of gains processes in units of the 0-th security, both for the risky securities.
A martingale measure is a probability measure Q equivalent to P such that 
,(S(t), t) --(S(t) t)-(¢(s(t).t) -r (S(t). t)S(t)). (2.3)
For future use, we define a square-integrable martingale mnider P 71
We will use E* [.] to denote the expectation under Q.
The following lemma will be useful later.
IA strategy is said to be simple if it. is bounded and changes its valuhes at a finite numli,er of nonstochastic time points.
Formally, (o, O) is a simple trading strateg-if there exist. t.ime points n = n < fI < ... < IN = 1 and hounded random variables Proof. The first assertion follows from the (irsanov Theorem: see. e.g., Liptser and Shiryayev (1977, Chapter 6) . The second assertion follows from substitution of wt into (2.2).
I
Remark 2.1. Since P and Q are equivalent and thus have th sae probal)ility zero sets, the almost srely statements above and henceforth will be with resp)ect to ither. 
and 
W = a(T)B(T) + O(T)T S(T)
.
I
Consider an agent with a time-additive utility fuinltion fr oonsumptio n + x [0, T] R U{-oo} and a utility fiunction V: R+ ! RU{-oo} for fial wealthll. His I)rol)lem is to choose a self-financing strategy to maximize his expected utility: Define inverse functions (z-l,t) = inf{y E + : uy+(yt) < -1
) and V-l(-1) = inf{y E R+: V.1(y) < -')}. By the right-continuity .of the right hanld df erivatives. the infilia are equal to minima.
Remark 2.3. Note that the assumption that. utility fnctions are increasing and strictly concave implies that they are strictly increasing.
Now we will state two assumptions that will b)e sed in te next subsection. First define a process
for some constant Z(0) > 0. Using It6's lemmlla, it is easily verified that
Note that (log Z(T) -log Z(O))/T is thile realized continuously comnlp)olmled growth rate from time 0 to time T of the growth-optimal portfolio the )portfolio that maximizes the expected continuously compounded growth rate.
We adopt the following notation: 
and ID"'g(x)l < K(1 + xl').
for some strictly positive constants K andl .
The purpose of (2.11) is to guarantee the existence andl the niqullleness of a solution of (2.1) and (2.9). The purpose of (2.12) and Assumption 2.2 is to einsure that certain fiunctionals of S and Z have two continuous derivatives. To have a feel of the restrictiveness of Assumption 2.2,
In manly specific situations, differentiability will obtain under much weaker conditions. For example, in Section 3 of this paper, we consider a special case of the general model developed here. All the HARA tility functions give rise to the desired differentiability conditions.
Main Results
We will give explicit characterizations of an optimal consumption portfolio policy under the following assumption that the optimal consumption plan is also a sollution to a corresponding static 8 maximization problem. Assumption 2.3 is valid under quite nlil(l regilarity conditions, to which we refer readers to Sections 2-4 of Cox and Hlang [1986] .
Assumption 2.3. There exists a solution to (2.8), dented y (. 0, c. W). if and only if (c, W) is
a solution to sup (,Ti)EL+(v)xL 2 (P) E [ u(, t),lt + V(W) (2.13) s.t.
E [f (t)(t)IB(t)dt + Wr(T)/IB(T)] < W(o), where L2(v,) denotes the positive orthant of L 2 (v) and likewise for L2 (P).
Remark 2.4. The idea behind Assumption 2.3 is as follows. The assumnption that the martingale measure is unique together with the square-integrale restriction on the trading strategies of (2.5) implies that any element of L 2 (v') x L2(Q) is attainable 1)y all a(llnissil)le trading strategy, or is marketed. where v* is the product measure generated l)y Q and the Lebesgul measure. As long as the solution to (2.13) lies in L 2 (v ' ) x L2(Q), Assumption 2.3 will be valid. I this case, any consumption plan that is a candidate for the optimal solution for sone initial wealth is marketed and thus markets canll be said to l)e dynamically complete.
It follows from the Lagrangian theory (see, e.g., Holmes (1975) 
J < A(w, t)/B(w, t) < u,_(c(w, t). t)
for v a.e. (w, t) sch tllat c(w, t) > 0, (c(w t)t) < Ari(w, t)/B(w, t) for I, a.. (w. t) such tllat c(w, t) = 0; (TV < A (w, T)/B(w, T) < V' (W(w)) fo rP a.e w sch that W(w) > 0, ±+( )) ' .< A (wT) /B(wT) fo r P a. W slch that W(w) = 0.
Now let {Z(t); t E [, T]} be defined as in (2.9)
the above first order conditions become
J< Z(w,t)-' < U,_(C(wt), t)
.,+(C(Wt),t)
where we have used (2.9). Thus we have
Here is our first main result: 
.,,.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 ar( satisfied and that there exists a solution to (2.13). Let Z(O) = 1/A and let the finction F he definedr by F(Z(t) S(t), t) = Z(t)E [ Z(.)-(Z(s)-s)ds + V+-1 (Z(T)-)Z(T)-Z(t),S(t ) ,
where 
where C is the differential generator of (Z, S). The otimal portfoli, p)tlicy is 0(t) = [Fs(Z(t), S(t), t) + ((S(t), t)'(S (t), t)T ) -1 ( (S(t),t)-r(S(t),)St)))Z(t)Fz(Zt)). (t),t)] . (2.19) a(t) =(F(Z(t), S(t), t) -(t) T S(t))/B(t) -a.r.. and the optimal consumption plan is specified in (2.16).
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, the value of (c, W) at time t is
B(t)E* [ f(Z(s)-l, .)/B(,)ds + V'-(Z(T)-)/B(T) ] =t7(t)-B(t)E [f T f(Z(, )r 1 (s)/B()d. + V+ '(Z(T)')n(T)/B(T)Y] =Z(t)E Z(s)' f(Z(s)-l s)d + V 1-(Z(T)-')Z(T)-Z(t).S( )]
where the first equality follows from Lemma 2.3 an tlh second e(Iquality follows from (2.9) and the fact that under Assumption 2.1, (Z, S) is a diffusion process and thlllls )ossesses the Strong Markov property.
Putting
F(Z(t), S(t), t) E Z()-1 f(Z(s)-',.s)d.s + V-'(Z(Z(T))Z(T)-IZ(t), (t)]
Asslmiption 2.2 and a multidimensional version of Remark 11.3 of (iihmlan and Skorohod (1972, p.77) shows that D' F(, t) and Ff(y, t) exist and continuous for m < 2, and
where is the differential generator of (Z, S). In addition. F(Z(T). S(T),T) = WZ(T) -' a.s.
This implies that
which are (2.17) and (2.18). It.'s formula implies that
F(Z(t), S(t), t)/B(t) +
I = F(Z(0), S(0). 0) + j(CF(s) + F(.))/B(.)d. + IF(Z(,). s).) (() )d() rS (Z (). (). ) T , (,5($), q)dw(,R) -
FZ(Z(.,), S(.). .)Z(.)K.(Z(,,), S(,). ,q)T/B(s)d(q) -/ -r (.)F(Z(.). S(s)., )/B(.,q)d,
. o' .{ = F(Z(O), S(O), O) + ' Fs(Z(.,), (.,), .)Td (. ) -
Fz(Z(s),S(s), ,)Z(,.),(Z(,). S(.). q)T(z(q) S(,q).,)-' (:'(.),
where the second equality follows from (2.17) and Lemmall 2.1. Evaluating (2.20) at t = T, we get 
W/B(T) + fT
=F(Z(0), (0)
By the hypothesis, *'a* T is positive definitive. Therefore. w must have
(t) =[Fs(Z(t), S(t), t) + (T(S(t).t)r(S(t). t)T) -( (S(t),t)-r(S(t), t)S(t))Z(t)Fz(Z(t). S(t). t)].
V -(t.e.
11
W/B(T) +
' . t
The rest of the assertion is easy. Hence there exists a solution to (2.13) and, by Assumnption 2.3. to (2.8).
I
Since D"yF(y, t) and F(y, t) exist and are continuous for m. < 2. It6's lenlna implies that
F(Z(t), S(t), t)/B(t) + j(Z()', s)/B(s)d =F(Z(O), S(O), 0) + J Fs(Z(s) S(.), )Tq(S( 5 ) s)/B()uw(s)
By Lemma 2.2, the left-hand side of the above relatioi is a squiare integral)e martingale under Q. Now note that the integrantis of t.he two stochastic integrals on the right hand side are continuous functions of Z(t) and S(t) and thus are olunded on ,bomlded sets. Let I counterpart of the verification theorem in dynamiic programniling. 
It is clear that
Theorem 2.3. Let u(y, t) and V(y) be such that
1 -?f(x-1 ,t) + -V4+-7( -')l < K(1 + IzI)(t)-'.t)}, Vl-'(Z(T)-')) E L 2 (V) x L 2 (P)F(Z(O) S(0), O) = Z(O)-1E [f Z(t)-'f(Z(t)-. t)dt + -l,(Z(T)-) ]
E' [J f(Z(t)-.t)/B(t)dt + V -(Z(T))/(T)
In particular, we can take Z(O) = Zo in the above relation. This is simply tlhe value at time zero of
({f(Z(t)-',t)}, V-1(Z(T)-)). which lies in L 2 (.) x L 2 (P) by hypothsis. Also by the hypothesis that there exists Zo such that F(Zo, S(O)O) ) = W(0). Hence ({f(Z(t)-. t)}. V+-l(Z(T)-1 ))
satisfies the first order condition for an optimlmn for the program (2.13). Therefore. it is a solution to (2.13). The rest of the assertion then follows from Assimptio l 2.3 and Theorem 2.2.
I
Unlike the verification theorem in dynamic programming. the verification procedure in Theorem 2.3 involves a linear partial differential equation.
For the rest of this section, we will assume that t.llere exists a solution to (2.13) and that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 are satisfied.
We use {W(t); t C [0, T]} to denote the process of the optimally invested wealth:
W(t) = F(Z(t), S(t). t).
It is clear that W(T) = W a.s.. The following prol)ositioll shows that after the optimally invested wealth reaches zero, the optimal consumption and portfolio policies are zeros. The following notation will be needed.
Define an optional time T = inf{t E [0, T) : W(t) < 0}, the first time the optimally invested wealth reaches zero. As a convention, wllell the infimnlul doles not exist. it is set to be T.
Proposition 2.1. On the stochastic interval [T, T], O(Z(t), S(t), t) =
0 ,, -,.e.
a(Z(t), S(t). t) =
,, -a.r. 
c(t) =
I/ -a.e.
I
Note that if we consider the agent's probllem in the context of the theory of stochastic control,
given the set up of the securities markets, we would like the optimal cntrols sch as (a, 0, c, W)
to be feedback controls. That is, the optimal controls at eachll time t dependl(ll only nIpon time t, the values of S(t), and the agent's optimally invested wealth at that timlle. In the above theorem, the optimal controls are functions of S(t), Z(t), and't. However, Z is (letermilled in I)art by the agent's initial wealth through the initial condition Z(0) = 1/A. The following proposition shows that given S(t) and t, the agent's optimally invested wealth at tilme t is all inverti)le filnction of Z if u(y, t) and V(y) are differentiable in . Hence, the optimal controls are indeed feedlack controls.
Proposition 2.2. Fz > . Suppose that u(y, t) andl V(yI) are differentiable in . Then Fz > 0 if F > O. Thuls there exists a finction F-l(W(t). S(t). t) = Z(t) if W(t) > (). I addition. FlT TV,
Jl', F s Fsr, and F7' l exist and are ontinlouls. We ranl writ.
_(Z(t), S(t), t) = O-(F (W(t), S(t), t). $(t), t) , -.e. if W(t) > 0
1.0~~~~~ ~ifw(t)
= 0: 
a(Z(t), S(t),t)= O(F (W(t), (t), t).(t),t) r-a.c. if W(t) > 0:
(t) f(l/F-(W (t) St), t), t)
(Z(t), S(t). t) > 0 then Fz(Z(t) S(t),t) > 0. Therefore, given S(t) and t. Z(t) is an invertiblle fiuction of W(t) if
W(t) > 0. Let this function be denoted by F-I(W(t), S(t) t).
The differential)ility of F-' follows fiom the implicit function theorem; see. e.g.. Hestenes (1975. .172) . The rest of the assertion then follows from Theorem 2.1 and substitution.
Remark 2.5. For Fz > 0 when F > 0. it is certainly not ncessary that ?l(y, t) and V(y) be differentiable in y. In the special case of our current general mlol(del to ) (l dealt with in Section 3, many utility functions that are concave and nonlinear yieldrs F > ) for F > 0.
I
When utility functions have a finite marginal tility at zero. the otiallal consumption policy may involve zero consumption. The following proposition irdentlifies the circumstances in which optimal consumption is zero.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that u+(O. t) < oo. C(onslim)tionl at tine t is zero only if W(t) < F(u,+(O, t), S(t), t). Sppose in addition that (y. t) anld V(y) are differentiable in y. Then an optimal policy has the property that consumption will he zrr if and only if wealth is less than a stochastic boundary F(u,(O, t)-', S(t). t).
Proof. 
F(uc(O,t)-1 ,S(t),t) > F(Z(t), S(t) t) = W(t).
This is the first assertion. Next suppose that both u(y, t) and V(y) are differentiable. We want to
show that if W(t) < F(u,(, t)-, S(t), t), then c(t) = 0. We take two cases. Case 1: W(t) = 0.
Then Proposition 2.1 shows that c(t) = 0. Case 2: W(t) > 0. Proposition 2.1 also shows that when
F(u,(O, t)-', S(t), t) > F(Z(t). S(t), t) = W(t).
I
By inspection of (2.19) and (2.23), we easily see that, when Fz > 0, the feedback controls are differentiable functions of W(t) and S(t). In particular., the oltimal conlsmltion policy is twice continuously differentiable in W(t) and S(t), which follows directly from the assumption that f(y, t)
is two times continuously differentiable with respect to (see Assumnltion 2.2).
The following proposition gives a complete characterization of utility functions such that j(y, t)
is twice contimnuously differentiable with respect to y, given that (y, t) is d(ifferentiable in y. The proof for V(./) is identical.
Proposition 2.4. Sppose that u(y, t) is differential, e with respect to y. Df(y, t) exists and is continuous for m < 2 if and only if D.t u(y, t) exists and is continuous for
Relation to dynamic Programming
Traditionally, the agent's optimal consumption portfolio policy is compute(d by stochastic dynamic programming; see, e.g., Merton (1971) . We will demonstr'ate the connection between our approach and the stochastic dynamic programming.
The usual formulation of the consumption--portfolio pIrolblem uises a consumption policy and a vector of dollar amounts invested in risky assets to 1)e the controls. The former is denoted by
c(W(t), S(t), t) and the latter will be called an investmeat policy and ,)e denloted bly A(W(t), S(t), t).
Given a pair of controls (c, A), dynamic behavior of the wealth is
W(t) = W(0) + (W(.s)r(s) -c(.s) + A(.,)Is-,(t) (¢(.) -r()S(.)))ds + A(s)Is-(s)r(i)dwI(s) Vt E [0. T where Is-(t) is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements S,,(t)-'. Define
J(W(t),S(t),t) = sup E u(c(.s)..)ds + V(W(T)))IW(t). S(t)]
subject to the constraints that the wealth follows the aove dynamics, that consumption cannot be negative, and that
.J(O, S(t), t) = J (0. )ds + v(0). (2.26)
The last constraint is basically a nonnegative wealth constraint that rles out arbitrage opportunities.
The existence of a pair of optimal controls is a nontrivial plroblem. We will refer readers to, for example, Krvlov (1980) for an extensive treatment using the theory of stochla.-tic controls. For a much easier approach specific to the consutmption--portfolio problem. we refer readers to Cox and Huang (1986) and the references given there.
We assume that there exists a pair of optimal controls (c. A) and that .1 hlas two continuous derivatives with respect to its first two arguments ad a ontinuous derivative with respect to t. To see that dynamic programming is consistent with our approach, note that at each time t, dynamic strategy corresponds to the allocation that would 1e chosen in a newly initiated static problem of the form of (2.13) and that Z(t)-' is the marginal tility of wealth. Hence
The Bellman equation is
= Ii) .A {u((t), t) + L.(W(t). S(t).t) + .(W (t). (t).)}. (2.27) where £ is the differential generator of (W. S). The ol)timal (c(otruls satisfy the first or(ler necessary conditions:
,(C (t),t) Lt) < u,_(c(t).t) if (t)
> 0:28 < . -M if (t) = 0. V (W) { < JI (T) < V'(W) if > ( + < .IT (T) if W = O:
At =s)-()+(tr(t)=
I(t)
Js() + ((t)(t (t)-rt
t) < Z(w, t) -' < u,_(c(w, t), t) for v-a.e. (w. t) such that (W, t) > 0, < Z(w, t)' for v-a.c. (w. t) sch that c(w, t) = 0; (2.30)
V (W()) < Z(w, t)-' < V (W(w)) for P-a.e w such that W(w) > 0, < Z(w, t) -
for P-a.e w such that W(w) = 0.
JwTI(t) = Z(t) -= 1/F-'(W(t), S(t), t) I -rd.c. (2.31) and
JTIww(t) = -FT-(t)/(F (t)) 2 and .I1 1 ,s(t) = Fs'(t)/(F-'(t)) 2 . (2.32)
Recall that
Z(t) = F-(W(t). S(t), t) ,v-a.r.
Therefore, ,ll'T'V Hence, it follows from (2.29) that Although our approach and stochastic dynamic programming are essentially consistent, there are several advantages to our approach.
A(t) = Is(t) (Fs(t) + ((t)(t) T )-l((t) -r(t)(t))Fz(t)Z(t)
First, as mentioned above, the problem of the existence of optimal consmiption-portfolio policies can be dealt with with much ease, in the context of our model. using our approach. This issue has been extensively discussed in Cox and Huang (198G) . to which we refer interested readers.
Second, in the verification theorem of dynamic pIrogramminlg, one needs to solve a nonlinear partial equation. On the other hand, a linear partial differential equation needs to be solved in Theorem 2.2.
Third, our approach yields optimal policies without the knowledge of the indirect utility function. The indirect utility fhmction will be a by-product of our analysis even when it does not have desired derivatives to satisfy the Bellman's equation. To see this. we put
J(Z(t), S(t), t) E [T u(f(Z(s)-., f)d.
+ V(V -1 (Z(T)-)IZ(t), S(t)]
Once we have Fz > 0, the indirect. utility fimnction is
*J~w~t){ J.(1/F-1(W(t)..S(t). t).S(t).t) if W(t) > : J(W(t), S(t), t) = fT u(0, ) d. + V(o)
if W(t) = 0.
The indirect utility function J may not be twice continuously differentiablle i W(t) and S(t) and continuously differentiable in t.
In such event, the optimal policies cannot eveni e computed by solving a nonlinear partial different;al equation.
The Relationship Between the Constrained and the Unconstrained Solutions
The optimnization problem of (2.13) has nonnegativity constraints oil the consumption as well as on final wealth. For utility fiuctions that exhibit infinite nimarginal tilities at zero consumption and at zero wealth, the nonnegativity constraints are not indling at the ol)timal sollution. For problems for which the nonnegativity constraints are binding. it is soietimles difficlt to omlput.e an optimal solution. In this subsection, we will consider utility fnction.s that are idefinel on the whole of the real line. If the consumption--portfolio problems for these utility functiios have optimal solutions without the nonnegativity constraint, it is Ipossible to lot;ain tlt, opltilal constrained solutions in a simple and direct way. In effect. the market informlis ;ani a;ent that he or she can follow an unconstrained consmlnption-portfolio policy only if lie or she simu iltaneously Illys an insurance package that will pay off the negative consumption and wealtli as they are incurred. An optimal constrained policy will be one that allocates the initial wealth between an unconstrained policy and the insurance package on the unconstrained policy and exhalsts all the initial wealth. 
E [ (t)t(t)/B(t)dt + Wri(T)/B(T) = WA(O).
Note that there is no nonnegativity constraint on consllmption and on final wealth in (2.36). If there exists a solution to (2.36), by the strict concavity of utility functions, the solution is unique and is denoted by (,x, WA) . By the Lagrangian theory, there exists a mnique A > 0 such that
u+(cA(t), t) < Atn(t)/B(t) < u,_(c,(t), t) v -a.e.
V+(WA) < Ar(T)/B(T) < V'(W) 2...
We will use the following notation. 
(P).
The following is the main result. of this subsection: 
Theorem 2.4. Sppose that (CA,l ) is the sol01tion to (2.36) with an initial wealth WA(O) E (0, W(0)] and that
E [ Ci (t)q(t)/B(t)dt + W-q(T)/B(T) = W(0) -WA(0).
(2.38)
t)/B(w, t) < u,_(c+(w.t).t) for 1' a.e. (w, t) su1ch that c+(w, t) > 0; u+(c(w t),! ) < Ar(w,t)/B(w,t)
for ,i .e. (w, t) such that C ((w, t) = 0.
'W+ J < At(w,T)/B(w,T) < V(W) for P a. w such that W+(w) > 0; V+I (). < Aq(SwT)I/B(wT)
for P a.c. W slch that W+(w) = 0.
(2.39) 20 Next we claim that (c, W,) has an initial value W(0). T see tis, we recall that CA = c+ -c and W, = W--W. Therefore,
E [ c+(t)ri(t)/B(t)dt + WA+t(T)/B(T)] = E [ j(c(t) + c(t))q(t)/B(t)dt + (W, + W-)tI(T)/B(T)/
(2.40)
where the second equality follows from (2.38 
37) holds. By the definition of (CAe WA). it is obvious that (c+, U4'+) = (c,W). Now define
WA(0) E f cA(t)n(t)/B(t)dt + WATn(T)/B(T)
The rest of the assertion then follows from direct verification. 
is El(c(t)it(t)/B(t)] and for the latter is E[4W-t(T)/B(T)1. Consider buying a continuum of these
f T E[c (t)r(t)/B(t)]dt + EW, (T)B(T) -E (T ct)rt(t)/B(t)dt + Wr n(T)/B(T) = W(
where the first equality follows from the fIl)ini Theorem.
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Once we solve the static problem, then we can use the methlodology developed in Section 2.2 to compute the optimal portfolio strategy. In many specific situations. the otimal consumption anld portfolio policies for the unconstrained probleml are well known. We can thus simply find the optimal allocation of the initial wealth between the unconstrained policy and its associated insurance package, and then compute the portfolio strategy for tile insurance package. The optimal consumption policy is then the positive part of the unconstrained consumI)tion policy and the optimal portfolio policy is the sum of the known portfolio policy for the unconstrained problem and the portfolio policy for the insurance policy. This procedure will l)e demonstrated in the next section in the context of the model of Merton (1971).
A Special Case
We now specialize our general model of uncertainty developed i Section 2 to the model considered by Merton (1971) and revisited recently )y Karatzas, Lehoczky, Sethi, and Shreve (1986). We will employ the general method developed i the previousll section in place of dynamic programming used in Karatzas and et al and Merton. The optimal csullmilt)tionl--portfolio policies for a class of utility fulctions will be explicitly computed. For many of the HARA utility functions for which the nonnegativity constraints are binding, the otimal policies fail to be linear policies.
Formulation
We take the model of uncertainty of Section 2 with the following specialization. Assume that risky security gain processes follow a nlultiplicative geometric Brownian motion: 
S(t) +
To avoid the degenerate case, we assume that ti ¢ r. Now note that
and we can write, when satiation does not occur, the' iealll alll variance of In Z(t) under P as In Z(O) + (r + e 2 ) t and 2 t; and unider Q as In Z(O) + (r -e2) t and e 2 t.
For this special case of uncertainty, we will be able to co.iidlr a c lass of utility functions that is larger than that specified in Assumption 2.2. We assumel' that tility filctions for consumption are continuos, increasing, and concave. They are either defined oll tle positive real line with a value at zero level of consumption pIossibly equal to llinlls infillity or' lefinle(l on the whole of the real line. The utility fiunction for the final wealth has t similar characteristics. As in Section 2, we use u(y,t) and V(y) to denote utility ftiunctions for consumpltio at time t and the utility function for final wealth. We also assume that either t(. t) or V(y) is nontrivial, and when th.lley are nontrivial, they are nonlinear. We still maintain that lim uy+(t, t) = () and lil V() 0: V-0_ vO ( and define f(y,t) and V-'(y) as in Section 2. We futher assune that ut(, t) exists and is continuous in t.
Explicit Formulas for Optimal Consumption and Portfolio Policies
We will continue to impose Assumption 2.3. Note that since u(y, t) and V(y) may not be strictly increasing in y, satiation may be attained. In such event, investing completely in the riskless security while withdrawing minimum satiation levels of consumption over time is an optimal consumption-portfolio policy. Note that whenever
When satiation does not occur, define
where
is the standard normal density function. This funmtction is just the F defined in Theorem 2.1. In our present set up, F is independent of S(t).
For future reference, we will use N(-) to denote tile distribution fction for a standard normal random variable.
The following proposition shows that the optimally invested wealthi will never become zero before time T.
Proposition 3.1. Sppose that there exists a solztiml to (2.13). Tl olptimally invested wealth
will never reach zero before time T.
Proof. We take cases. Case 1: the agent reaches satiation. The assertion is ovious. Case 2: satiation does not occur. Define Z by taking Z(O) to be /A. Since either u(y, t) or V(y) is nontrivial, nonlinear, and concave, and since t.he support of a normally distributed random variable is the whole real line, the right-hand side of (3.1) is strictly )positive for all Z(t) ;and all t E [0,T).
When there is no satiation, F(Z(t), t) is equal to the optimally invested wealth at time t, and the assertion follows.
!
We also have
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that there exists a solution to (2.13). When satiatition does not occur, F(Z(t), t) is strictly increasing in Z(t) and thus Z(t) = F-l(W(t). t) 1, a.e.
Proof. When satiation dose not occur, a increase in Z(t) implies an increase in the mean for Z(s), > t, while the variance stays the same. The assertion then follows front the hypothesis that either u(y, t) or V(y) is nontrivial, nonlinear, and concave.
The following proposition is a specialization of Proposition 2.3. 
Proof. Note that c(t) = 0 if and only if u(O.t) < Z(t)-'. Tlle assertion then follows from
Proposition 3.2.
The following proposition gives a set of sufficient londitinns for D"' F(y. t) and F(y t) to exist and to be continuous. 
(). ) t) A(W(t), t)
= (T) (, -rl) [ -P x +00oo , 1 - -(W(t), t) -(r e 2 )s . f (e-,t + ) -lnF-'(W(t),t) -(r - ') ' - dd e-r(T-I) + ( (e2(T-t)) 2
IT-V+'l(e -' ) -In F-(W(t). t) -(r -2)(T-t)
X cc 2~~~~~~( -ln F-(W(t), t) -(r - -te 2 )(T -t) 1 > +(' v' 1 [+ T-VT-0 0 V(V- In F-(W(t), t) - z(r + e)(T -t)) 26
J(W (t). t) = III in the riskless security and consuming c(t) = f(O, t) at tinlr t is an rptilmal strategy.
Proof. The first assertion is a consequence of Theoreml 2.2. The secondl assertion is obvious.
I
Note that with exponential discounting, the utility finction has the form u(y, t) = e-Ptu(y).
For this important special case, j(e-, t) = u -l(e-+Pf).
Now we will pause for a moment to present several examples. ITsing Proposition 3.5 or Cox and Huang (1986) , one can verify that Assumption 2.3 is valid and there exists an optimal consumptionportfolio policy for all the examples. We will demonstrate olr' proposed method by computing explicit optimal consumption-portfolio policies. In particlilar. Example 3.4 solves the optimal consumpntion-portfolio problem for the complete family of HARA utility functions while taking into account the nonnegativity constraints on consumption and on the final wealth. and V (e-') = for x < 0. Computation yields
. This is so, because by investing W(O) completely in the riskless asset, the agellt will reach satiation at time T with probability one and this riskless strategy is an optimal strategy. For W(0) < -rT, an optimal investment strategy and the its corresponding indirect utility fimicttiol are
ln F-'(WI (t).t) + (r -1 0 2)(T -t) A(W(t), t) -rl) r-_ _
J(W(t), t) ?N (InF-( W (t),t) + (r + 0 2 )(T -t)
Note that for any given time t, the optimal amounts invested in the risky assets are the largest 
ote that the optimal amount invested in the risky assets is not indellendent of the wealth level. This is a consequence of the nonnegativity constraint. However,. note the following 
where ZA denotes the process Z with Z(0) = 1/A. F is the vali,. at time t. of tlhe optimally invested wealth given that the initial wealth Wx(0) gives rise to the Lagrangial muIltil)lier A. Independent of the initial wealth, the optimal amounts invested in risky assets are
A(W(t), t) = e r-'(T-')l( T)(utrl).
Following this strategy, the final wealth will l)e
The value of the European put option written on WA(T) is
Wtx(t) = p(ZA(t), t) = e-r(T-t)
The investment strategy in the risky assets that replicates this put option is
Now we want to find ZA(0) so that
Note that F(t) + p(t) = F(t), where F(t) is the value of tlthe constrained policy at time t. Hence 1/A = Z,(O)= F-'(W(O).t).
which is what we anticipated. Now the process ZA is well defined aind the optimal investment strategy for the constrained problem is With 'y < 1 and g < 0, the agent's problem is not completely specified blecause tile utility function does not state the consequence of consuming less than 1(1(1 -)/. Flrthermore, for sufficiently low initial wealth,
A(W(t), t) = A(W(t), t) + A(WA(t) t)
there is no policy that can guarantee c(t) > 1VI(1-7)/P for all t with plrobability one. Consequently, we only consider the case g > 0.
By evaluating the integrals of (3.1), we obtain the following results for the HARA functions: 
y -T) -t +~eeN-";ln(fF-1(W(t) t)) --: +,InC-(P_-
-)-)
As W(t) becomes large, the optimal consumption and investment policies approach linear functions of wealth given in Merton (1971) . No substantial changes need to be made of the solution except for some cosmetic changes in notation.
For many utility functions, the optimal consumption policy will not 1be differeintiable and may not even by continuous in wealth. A specific example is givein lblow. 
F(Z(t), t)=
{ if W(t) > F(1. ).
The optimal consumption is not a continuous function of the wealth and fails to be differentiable at a single point.
We conclude this section by giving, in tile two propositions below, necessary and sufficient conditions for the consumption policy prescribed by f to have certain derivatives.
Proposition 3.6. Suppose that utility finctions for consrlnltion have pIossibly time dependent satiation level (t) and yield an F such that D'"F(y t) and Ft exist and are continuous. Suppose also that satiation does not occlr. Let ' be a point f (liscontillity f u',+(c, t). A necessary and sufficient condition for c(W(t), t) to be a (lifferentiale filntion f W(t) and t is that for all t E [0, T and for all y' (i) u(y, t) is strictly concave for all y < z(t);
(ii) u(y, t) is twice differentiable with respect to y for all y < (t) except at y'; 
U (Y' t ) yl() uyy(y t) c(W(t), t) is a continuously differentiable function of W(t) a(l t if and only if, in addition, (y, t)
is twice continuously differentiable with respect to y for all < (t) except at y' and continuously differentiable with respect to t. 
Proof. Suppose first that (t) = oo. c(W(t), t) is differentiable in W(t) if and only if f(y, t) is
t). oo). Thus f(y. t) is differentiable at 0 if and only if (iv). Similar argulments proves (v). I
The following proposition gives circumstances in which cwnn exists and is continuous. 
yie(l) vIY t)J u(y t) J c(W(t), t) is a twice continuously differentiable function of W(t) if and only if, in addition, u(y, t)
is three times continuously differentiable with respect to for all y < e(t) except at y'.
Proof. Arguments are similar to those of Propositions 2.3 an11d 3.G. so we omit theml.
Concluding Remarks
This paper is a companion paper of Cox and Hiuang (198) . In that papel. we tackled the general existence question. The focus of this paper in oil cllaracterization and computation of optimal policies. Both of these papers depend critically lpoll the assumption that the number of risky securities is equal to the numbler of the underlyinl indlpendent Brownian motions that describe the uncertain environment. How our technil e can ii1) useful when that assumption is not met is an important open question.
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